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Abstract: This article presents a current review of the risk of physical and psychological injury associated with participation in elite youth sport, and suggests strategies to ensure the physical and emotional health of these young athletes. Although there is lack of epidemiological data, especially with regard to psychological injury, preliminary data suggest that the risk of injury is high in this population. While there is lack of incident and follow-up data, there is also concern regarding burnout, disordered eating, and the long-term consequences of injury. Modifiable injury risk factors identified include postural control, competition anxiety, life events, previous injury, and volume of training. There are presently no studies designed to determine the effectiveness of injury prevention measures in elite youth sports. However, there is adequate evidence arising from injury prevention studies of youth sports participants – including neuromuscular training, protective equipment, mental training to enhance self-esteem, and sport rules modification – to prevent injuries in elite youth sports settings. Although not tested, psychosocial prevention strategies such as adoption of task-oriented coping mechanisms, autonomous support from parents, and a proactive organizational approach also show promise in injury prevention.
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Introduction

Participation in youth sports is increasingly popular and widespread internationally. Trends over recent decades include increased numbers of participants in some sports, particularly girls, increased duration and intensity of training, earlier specialization and year-round training, and increased difficulty of skills practiced. In the United States, for example, more than 38 million children and adolescents participate in organized sports each year. It is not uncommon for young talented athletes from an age of 12 to 13 years to train 15–20 hours per week at regional training centers in tennis or gymnastics, or for youngsters as young as 6–8 years of age to play organized hockey or soccer and travel with select teams to other towns and communities to compete against other teams of similar caliber.

Sport is by its very nature competitive and even during youth it is performed at different levels, with elite young athletes at the top of the performance pyramid. The elite young athlete is one who has superior athletic talent, undergoes specialized training, receives expert coaching, and is exposed to early competition. At the elite level, national and international sporting federations have organized youth competitions in various age classes for athletes competing ranging from as low as under-13 up to under-21 depending on the sport. These competitions also represent important...
showgrounds where, in some sports, young talented athletes are identified for a future professional career.5

Since 1991, the European Youth Olympic Festival (EYOF), a biennial multisport event for youth athletes, has been sponsored by the association of European Olympic Committees. In recent years, the International Olympic Committee created a more extensive international sporting event for talented young athletes from all over the world. Just like the Olympic Games, the Youth Olympic Games (YOG) are held every 4 years. The first Summer YOG was held in Singapore from 14 to 26 August 2010, and the first Winter YOG was held in Innsbruck, Austria, from 13 to 22 January 2012.6 The YOG aim to bring together talented young athletes from ages 15 to 18 from around the world. The Summer YOG regularly feature over 3,500 athletes and are held over a 12-day period, and the Winter YOG feature over 1,100 athletes and last 10 days. In addition to all of the sports typically included in the Olympics, the YOG have also showcased several adventure and extreme sports that involve highly specialized gear or spectacular stunts and are well known for their inclusion of elements of real or perceived risk. For example, skateboarding, in-line skating, and sport climbing were showcased in the 2014 YOG in Nanjing. Bicycle motocross and mountain biking were also included in the Nanjing YOG.7

Engaging in sports activities at a young age has important physical health benefits, but also involves risk of injury. This would seem to be particularly true at the elite level given the intensive training programs and high-frequency participation in sports events.8 Inevitably, increased participation is associated with an increased risk of physical injury, or even sudden death.8 The young athlete may also incur psychological injury as a consequence of parents who exercise excessive pressure to perform or do not protect their children from harmful relationships, from emotionally abusive coaching behaviors, or from bullying and hazing behaviors from teammates.9 In addition to the immediate health care costs, these injuries may have long-term consequences on physical and psychological health, resulting in reduced levels of physical activity and, ultimately, reduction in wellness.9–11 Although it is impossible to eliminate all injuries, attempts to reduce risk of injury are obviously warranted.

The purpose of this article is to provide a current review of risks related to physical and psychological injury that may be encountered by elite youth athletes and to discuss strategies designed to minimize or eliminate these risks. Relevant research arising from youth athletes and elite-level adult athletes is included to augment the limited research related to elite youth athletes, especially with regard to psychological injury. Recommendations are made for further research that focuses on the physical and emotional health of young athletes.

**Physical/physiological risks for injury in elite youth athletes**

**Challenges to physical health**

**Growth and maturation-related factors**

Elite youth athletes may be particularly vulnerable to injury due to such growth-related factors as the adolescent growth spurt,12,13 susceptibility to growth plate injury,13,14 age- and maturity-associated variation,14,15 longer recovery and differing physiological response after concussion,16,17 and nonlinearity of growth.18,19 They might also be at risk because of immature or underdeveloped coordination, skills, and perception.20 Concern has also been raised regarding the young female athlete who may be at increased risk of noncontact anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries due to such factors as anatomy, hormones and menstrual cycle, neuromuscular characteristics, muscle strength, and flexibility.21 The more frequent and intensive training and competition of young elite athletes now may create conditions under which these potential risk factors can more readily exert their influence.

**Risk of injury**

Recent data suggest that the risk of sport injury among elite youth athletes is high.22 If one adopts the predefined age range of 14–18 years, with “elite” reflecting competition at the national or international level,4 then a search of the literature reveals three studies presenting exposure-based (per 1,000 hours) seasonal injury data on adolescent elite soccer athletes.23–25 Training injury rates ranged from 1.4 to 4.6 injuries/1,000 hours, while competition rates were higher, ranging from 10.5 to 22.4 injuries per 1,000 hours. Injury rates in badminton were 2.8 for practice and 5.9 for games.26

Injury rates for U17 and U19 European and World soccer championships were generally higher than those reported for seasonal studies.27–30 Training injury rates at these championships ranged from 1.1 to 7.4 injuries per 1,000 hours.27,28 In contrast, competition injury rates ranged from 11.7 to 88.1 injuries per 1,000 hours.27–30 Injury rates in soccer were generally higher for females than males in both seasonal and tournament studies.

Several studies reported medical encounters for elite youth athletes at world and national championships. Caine and Nassar31 summarized results of injuries treated by the USA Gymnastics Medical Staff during the 2002–2004
Gymnastics National Women’s Gymnastics Championship. Depending on year, from 44.9% to 71.7% of registered gymnasts were treated for acute and/or overuse conditions. Overall, 16 treated conditions (11%) required surgery. During the 2014 YOG, there were 346 total medical encounters among 54 of the 94 registered US athletes (57.4%), for a rate of 3.7 medical encounters per athlete. No surgeries were required.32

Ruedl et al33 reported clinical incidence of injury incurred by young athletes participating in the first Winter YOG 2012 in Innsbruck, Austria. Among the 1,021 registered athletes, a total of 111 injuries were incurred, resulting in a reported incidence of 108.7 injuries per 1,000 registered athletes. Similarly, van Beijsterveld et al34 reported clinical incidence of injuries sustained during the 2013 Summer EYOF. Among the 2,072 registered athletes, a total of 207 injuries were incurred, resulting in a reported incidence of 91.1 injuries per 1,000 athletes. During the 2015 Winter EYOF, 899 registered athletes sustained 38 injuries for a rate of 42.3 injuries per 1,000 athletes.35

Unfortunately, clinical incidence does not account for the potential variance in exposure among participants and sports for risk for injury. Additionally, tournament rates may not be representative of the nature and incidence of injuries incurred by athletes during training and competition throughout the year, especially with regard to overuse injuries.

Risk factors for injury
There is little knowledge on injury risk factors specifically pertaining to elite youth athletes. However, analysis of sports injury risk factors in child and adolescent sport has identified a number of significant predictors of injury that may inform development and evaluation of injury prevention programs relative to the elite youth sport participant population. These include age/level of play,36–41 adolescent growth spurt,42–45 postural control,46–49 biologic maturity,50–52 body size,53–55 sex,56–59 previous injury,54,56,60–62 rules regarding body-checking in ice hockey,63–65 volume of training,66–71 and fatigue.72–75 There is also preliminary evidence that menstrual irregularity and low-energy availability may relate to increased risk of injury in youth athletes.60,76,77

Results of risk factor analyses in youth sports may suffer from one or more methodological limitations (eg, small-scale, short-term, inconsistent standards for determining exposure) and should, therefore, be viewed as initial steps in the important search for predictor variables that may provide interesting characteristics for manipulation in studies of elite youth athletes.78,79 Modifiable risk factors such as postural control, previous injury, volume of training, and fatigue may have particular application for elite youth athletes, given the rigor and volume of their training and competitive regimens.

Nutrition
A lack of research exists regarding the elite youth athlete and nutrition related to energy intake to support growth and, by extension, prevent injury. Most research on nutrition and elite youth athletes is focused on eating disorders. Energy intake is important for performance; however, elite athletes are at risk for developing eating disorders.80 On the basis of the literature of young adults, higher rates of eating disorders are found in female elite athletes (20%) compared to nonathletes (9%).81 Typically, male athletes are focused on weight gain and a muscular physique, whereas female athletes are pressurized to be thin, particularly in sports where having a small body size is beneficial for performance.82–84 Female athletes are at risk for failing to meet their estimated energy needs regarding their dietary intake.82 Additionally, female athletes suffer from cultural and social pressure to be thin and lean, which is more common in sports where body weight and shape affects performance.85 Ensuring the proper nutrition is critical in female athletes, as energy deficiency long term can lead to the female athlete triad, which is characterized by low-energy availability, irregular or missed menstrual periods, and stress fractures and other bone problems due to changes in hormone levels, as well as other eating disorders.82,86 This can result in a lower production of estrogen, which is used to slow down bone resorption and stimulate bone formation – important factors in maintaining bone health.

Elite youth athletes may be at-risk for poor nutrition and eating disorders.87 The German Young Olympic Athletes’ Lifestyle and Health Management Study collected data in 1,138 elite youth athletes with regard to eating disorders. Results showed that elite youth athletes who were most susceptible to eating disorders were athletes competing in weight-dependent sports, female athletes, and male athletes in endurance, technical, or power sports. Additionally, athletes who reported an eating disorder pathology were more likely to have depression and anxiety tendencies.88 Similar studies have shown elite youth athletes are more likely to be energy deficient and at greater risk for disordered eating compared to nonathletes.89,90

Long-term consequences of injury
Sport injury not only reduces future participation in physical activity that adversely affects long-term health but may
also lead to posttraumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA).\textsuperscript{11,91–93} Osteoarthritis is characterized by joint pain and disability in the presence of radiographic changes such as cartilage loss, joint space narrowing, and osteophytes.\textsuperscript{32} OA is the most common form of arthritis and is one of the most common chronic health conditions and a leading cause of pain and disability among adults.\textsuperscript{34}

Although OA generally affects older adults, evidence arising from several recent systematic reviews indicates that youth and younger adults may develop PTOA prematurely as a result of joint injury sustained in their youth.\textsuperscript{92,95} Specifically, Richmond et al\textsuperscript{96} identified previous joint injury and history of meniscectomy as significant risk factors for knee OA (odds ratio [OR] = 3.8; 95% confidence interval [CI]: 2.0, 7.2 and OR = 7.4; 95% CI: 4.0, 13.7, respectively). Similarly, Aujied et al\textsuperscript{95} reported that in individuals who suffered an ACL rupture, the relative risk of developing moderate-to-severe OA was 3.4 (95% CI: 1.84, 8.01) compared to an uninjured population.

These results are consistent with follow-up studies of young athletes who sustained meniscus or ACL injuries. In a study of 67 Swedish female soccer players with a confirmed ACL injury sustained before 20 years of age, radiographic evidence of OA was present in 51% of the injured knees after 12 years, compared with 8% in the uninjured knees.\textsuperscript{96} Similarly, in 219 male soccer players, 14 years after ACL injury (age range at injury, 16–42 years), the prevalence of radiographic knee OA was 41% in the injured knees versus 4% in the uninjured knees.\textsuperscript{97} In long-term follow-up of young athletes undergoing meniscus surgery, more than 50% developed knee OA with accompanying pain and physical decline.\textsuperscript{98–103} These epidemiologic studies are supported by evidence from animal models of ACL/meniscus injury and OA development.\textsuperscript{104,105}

One recent study suggests that outcomes associated with early PTOA and other negative health consequences may be present as early as 3–10 years following knee injury in youth sport.\textsuperscript{92} In preliminary analysis of the first year of their historical cohort study, Whittaker et al\textsuperscript{92} reported evidence that youth/young adults report greater clinical symptomatology consistent with the onset and development of PTOA, and are at greater risk of being categorized as overweight/obese compared to matched uninjured controls.\textsuperscript{92}

As such, knee injury and related meniscus or ACL surgery suffered during elite youth sports may reduce future involvement in physical activity, leading to a less than optimal health in later life.\textsuperscript{108} The knee, in particular, is the most common joint site for OA and, combined with the ankle, are the leading locations for injury in youth sports.\textsuperscript{107} Notably, the most common injury location during the 2012 Youth Olympic Winter Games, the 2013 European Youth Sports Festival, and the 2014 Youth Olympics Games (US team) was the knee.\textsuperscript{32–34}

### Overtraining, burnout and injury

According to the American Medical Society for Sports Medicine, a limited base of knowledge exists regarding burnout and overtraining injuries in elite youth athletes.\textsuperscript{108} The difficult nature of quantifying overtraining and injury with regard to “hours played” or “hours practiced” does not allow for concrete guidelines of how much sport or exercise is too much.\textsuperscript{109} Additionally, more and more pressure to succeed in sport has led to earlier sport specialization, and may increase rates of overuse injury and sport burnout. Sport burnout is a consequence of chronic stress that results in a young athlete stopping participation in a previously enjoyable sport. It is unknown what may cause burnout, but some theories suggest sport specialization, time conflicts or interest in other activities, or perhaps a psychological stressor. To aid in the prevention of burnout, diversified sports training may be more effective in developing elite-level skills that transfer over in the primary sport.\textsuperscript{108}

Furthermore, every sport has different risks for overtraining and overuse injuries. For example, individual sport athletes and females competing at the highest level have a 20%–30% higher incidence of injury.\textsuperscript{110} Additionally, overtrained elite youth athletes are more likely to have frequent upper respiratory tract infections, muscle soreness, sleep disturbances, loss of appetite, mood disturbances, shortness of temper, decreased interest in training and competition, decreased self-confidence, and inability to concentrate.\textsuperscript{110}

### Psychological risks for injury in elite athletes

A discussion of injury affecting elite youth athletes would not be complete without consideration of psychological factors that may increase the risk of physical injury, and of the potential negative effects of elite level organized youth sport on the psychological well-being of its participants. A modified version of Hellstedt’s athletic triangle is used to identify risks of psychological injury that may be encountered by elite youth athletes.\textsuperscript{9,111} Hellstedt’s framework uses family systems theory to address the influence of the athlete, parents, and coaches on athletic development, and has implications for both physical and psychological performance and injury risk.\textsuperscript{9,111} As suggested in Kerr et al,\textsuperscript{9} the impact of peers on athletic development and injury is significant. It is
thus imperative that an investigation of psychological injury risks of elite youth athletes be examined from a multifaceted approach, as seen in Figure 1.9

**Risk factors for injury**

**Life events**

One of the most persistent findings in preinjury literature is research examining life-related stress.112 Paralleling Williams and Anderson’s112 model, literature has suggested that significant life event stress (defined as the perceived strain associated with stressors such as starting a new school, or the death of a family member), and more specifically negative event stress (the self-rated negative impact of those events), is highly predictive of injury occurrence in athletes.113 Kerr and Minden’s113 examination of stressful life events and injuries among young female gymnasts from the top two skill levels of the Canadian Gymnastic Federation, as well as Petrie’s review114 among female collegiate gymnasts, indicate that negative life stress accounts for 11%–22% of injury variance. Holmes115 research among American football players further found 50% of those experiencing a high life stress reported injuries leading to at least three days of missed practice or one game, whereas one-quarter of those experiencing moderate life event stress reported injury. While receiving lesser focus, more common yet impactful life event stressors such as daily hassles or problems have similarly been found to accumulate over time, elevating the incidence of athletic injury.116

**Stress**

Elite athletes are exposed to both physical and psychological stresses on a consistent basis, ranging from exercise- and competition-based stressors (eg, loss of a competition, exercise costs, and efforts) to common and daily stressors.117 Research has increasingly examined the unique yet equally impairing contributions of competition-based and sport-unrelated stress. Worrying about athletic performance, the loss of a competition and resultant fear of failure and disaffection, conflicts with trainers, partners, or family, and costs associated with exercise and physical demands have all been implicated as having a significant impact on the stress levels of elite athletes such as youth and young adult figure skaters, golfers, and tennis players.118–121 Psychological stress has been shown to influence performance by narrowing an athlete’s attention and increasing his or her self-consciousness. In doing so, muscle tension is increased while simultaneously exposing coordination difficulties, thus enhancing injury risk.122 Steffen et al.’s116 examination of female youth football players revealed that the risk of injury was 70% greater among those players with high perceived stress. The risk for such injuries is elevated among athletes self-reporting fewer social resources and/or coping skills to properly abate stress. Madison and Prapavessis123 research among rugby players found that negative stress accounted for 31% of the injury variance among those who used avoidance-focused coping behaviors (eg, denial), who reported having inadequate social support, and had a history of previous injuries. Rogers and Landers124 similarly found that negative life stress and poor coping skills significantly contributed to injury occurring in young athletes. Simultaneously, high coping skills buffered the stress–injury relationship.

**Athletic identity**

The concept of athletic identity has similarly garnered increased focus in both sport and exercise psychology, and has significant implications for injury risk among elite youth athletes.125,126 Defined as “the degree to which an individual identifies with their athletic role”, athletic identity has been related to both positive and negative performance outcomes.127 From a positive dimension, a healthy athletic identity has been linked to stronger commitment to training and a greater focus on athletic goals.125,128 Likewise, strong athletic identities are associated with positive psychological outcomes such as enhanced body image, increased self-confidence, and decreased anxiety, as a result of intensive training and successful performance.128 Too little emphasis on alternative role identities, to the detriment of the athlete role, may however encourage the development of a unidimensional identity, often associated with negative impacts on an athlete’s well-being.129 Elite athletes with strong and exclusively athletic identities risk the possibility of their self-worth and esteem becoming dependent on athletic performance.130 Subsequently, if performance falls below perceived expectations, an athlete’s feelings of self-worth may be threatened.131
It has similarly been suggested that unidimensional identities may lead to greater performance stress and expectations to succeed, which can result in prevalent athlete burnout, anxiety, and injury risk.\textsuperscript{132}

**Depression**

The relationship between stress, psychological disorders, and depression is well established, and has been similarly validated among elite athletes.\textsuperscript{133} While it is established that physical activity positively impacts mental health, reviews have found that intense physical activity performed at the elite level might instead compromise mental well-being, increasing symptoms of anxiety and depression through overtraining, injury, and burnout.\textsuperscript{134,135} The peak competitive years for elite athletes tend to overlap with the peak age for the risk of onset of mental disorders, increasing the likelihood of depression-based injuries.\textsuperscript{136} Research among collegiate athletes in the United States suggests the prevalence of depression ranges between 15.6\% and 21\%. Female athletes were found to experience greater depressive symptomatology, social anxiety, and nonsupport more frequently than male athletes, as well as male and female nonathletes.\textsuperscript{137} Hammond et al\textsuperscript{138} research among varsity swimmers at Canadian universities who were competing to represent Canada internationally found that 68\% of athletes met criteria for a major depressive episode. The prevalence of depression doubled among the elite top 25\% of athletes assessed, and performance failure was significantly associated with depression. Reported causes of depression among these elite athletes were varied, and included biological (eg, genetics), social (eg, conflicts), and psychological (eg, cognitive deficits) influences.\textsuperscript{133}

It is also worth noting that depression may not only precipitate the likelihood and severity of disease in athletes, but may also impact recovery and return to sport, as well as possibility of additional injury. Compared with a matched healthy group of collegiate athletes, Leddy et al\textsuperscript{139} found that athletes who sustained a sport injury reported significantly greater depression symptoms at 1 week postinjury. At 2 months postinjury, athletes who were unable to participate reported greater depression symptoms of at least mild severity, and an estimated 12\% of their sample exhibited depression symptoms of comparable severity to adults in outpatient treatment for depression. Manuel et al\textsuperscript{140} similarly reported depression symptoms of at least moderate severity immediately postinjury as high as 27\% among a sample of youth athletes. They reported approximately 21\%, 17\%, and 13\% of athletes exhibited mild-to-moderate depression symptom severity at 3, 6, and 12 weeks postinjury, respectively. It is, therefore, plausible that depression may not merely enhance the risk of injury, but similarly return to play, and reinjury upon return due to cognitive, physiological, and neuromuscular deficits.

Sport specialization and overtraining may similarly generate depressive symptomatology among elite youth athletes. Intense single-sport training, at the exclusion of other sports, increases with age, significantly impacting elite young athletes. A study of the United States Tennis Association junior tennis players found that 70\% began specializing at an average age of 10.4 years. Specialization rates gradually increased after the age of 14, with 95\% of players specializing by 18 years.\textsuperscript{141} The risks of intensive and specialized training include both adverse psychological stress and premature withdrawal from participation. Research supports the recommendation that child athletes avoid early sports specialization. Those who participate in a variety of sports and specialize only after reaching the age of puberty tend to be more consistent performers, have fewer injuries, and adhere to sports play longer than those who specialize early.\textsuperscript{142} Swimmers who specialize earlier spend less time on a national team, and retire earlier than those who specialize later.\textsuperscript{143} Minor league ice hockey players who retire from the sport began off-ice training earlier, and spent more time in off-ice training than those who continue to compete.\textsuperscript{144} Butcher et al\textsuperscript{145} retrospective review found that one in five youth athletes reported injury as the precipitating factor in their quitting or retiring from competition. Rhythmic gymnasts, those who specialized at earlier ages, and those spending more hours training from ages 4 to 16, rated their health lower and reported experiencing less fun.\textsuperscript{146} Junior tennis players reporting early burnout likewise had less input into their training, higher perceived criticism and expectations from parents, and compromised levels of extrinsic motivation.\textsuperscript{147}

In addition to chronic muscle or joint pain, overtraining may similarly manifest itself in personality changes, decreased concentration and fatigue, and heightened levels of anxiety.\textsuperscript{148,149} Often overlooked, these symptoms place elite athletes at enhanced risk for injury. O’Conner et al,\textsuperscript{150} for example, found significant correlations between exercise loads and depressive mood states in collegiate-level swimmers. Nixdorf et al\textsuperscript{151} similarly noted a strong association between the balance of stress and recovery and depressive symptoms among elite German athletes. Athletes with heightened levels of exhaustion and lower levels of recovery experienced significantly greater depressive symptoms.
Research on overtraining in sports has further demonstrated the influence of physiological adjustments, such as leptin and insulin levels, on psychological markers such as mood, feelings, or fatigue – each of which enhances injury risk. Yet despite enhanced risk, elite young athletes seek professional counseling or support less often, out of fear of appearing weak, losing training time, or losing respect of their coaches and peers.

**Competition anxiety**
Ample literature similarly implicates maladaptive fatigue and an inability to control stress as impacting competitive anxiety, thus influencing injury risk. Maladaptive fatigue syndrome occurs when athletes are incapable of addressing stress, resulting in chronic anger, hostility, confusion, depression, apathy, or anxiety. Fatigue-based anxiety impacts balance among gymnasts, negatively impacting short- and long-term performance. Kolt and Kirkby’s research involving young elite gymnasts similarly suggested that heightened cognitive anxiety impacts not only the risk, but also severity, of injury.

**Maladaptive perfectionist tendencies**
Broadly considered a personality characteristic reflecting a compulsive pursuit of exceedingly high standards, coupled with a tendency to engage in overly critical appraisal, perfectionism is a construct whose core elements not only regulate different forms of achievement striving, but also give rise to psychological processes that may lead to maladaptive outcomes. Substantial impacts of perfectionist tendencies on anxiety, stress, depression, and fatigue have been documented. Although many sports require perfection, unhealthy patterns of behavior as well as negative and self-defeating outcomes are evident among athletes characterized by an extreme perfectionist personality. Research among varsity-level athletes found associations between concerns over mistakes and outcomes such as increased anxiety, thus influencing both risk and severity of injury.

**Potential for psychological injury**

**Parental influences**
The parental impact on elite youth athlete development, success, and injury risk may be both valuable and detrimental. Parents often play a critical role in athletic development, introducing their children to sport while providing both financial and psychological support through the training and competition phases. Despite such benefits, our extensive review of the literature suggests that parental and caretaker behaviors may adversely impact elite young athletes’ psychological health.

Elite young athletes’ perceptions of parental overinvolvement have been positively correlated with both anxiety and burnout. Dunn et al. found that perceived parental pressure was directly related to negative stress among athletes and that levels of motivation were negatively associated with increased levels of parental pressure. Similarly, Gould et al. found that junior-level tennis players who felt that they had high levels of pressure from family members may feel high levels of worry and anxiety. Parental pressure has also been found to impact the athlete’s perception of self, thus impacting injury risk.

Exaggerated performance expectations often elicit severe criticism from parents. While not focusing specifically on elite-level youth, Shields et al.’s examination of parents of fifth- through eighth-grade athletes revealed that 13% had angrily criticized their child’s sport performance. Such findings mirror those of Kidman et al. and Blom and Drane, both of whom reported that nearly one-third of verbal comments from parents of youth athletes were negative, ranging from corrective to scolding behaviors.

Another important mechanism of parental influence is modeling of dysfunctional eating attitudes and behaviors. Several studies among adolescent girls and their parents have shown significant associations between abnormal eating attitudes of mothers and daughters. Blackmer et al. found greater body image disturbances and higher levels of disturbed eating attitudes among both female and male college athletes who reported family climates with low perceived support and autonomy. In a previous study examining individual and relational risk factors (eg, self-esteem, social pressure for thinness), Francisco et al. found direct parental influences (eg, weight teasing) on disordered eating among elite athletes, yet not on that of nonelite athletes or participants in the control group.

In addition to directly influencing the psychological health of elite athletes, parents play a vital role in navigating their child’s relationships with others. Often socialized into the sport culture, and left to accept the authority and expertise of coaches, parents may indirectly contribute to emotionally abusive coaching practices by normalizing such behaviors as routine.

**Coaching influences**
The influence of coaching strategies and/or practices on psychological harm among elite youth athletes should
similarly not be overlooked. Often researched from the scope of adolescent development, psychology, sociology, and social work, a focus on emotional abuse in sport is at a formative level. Defined as “patterns of nonphysical harmful interactions” between a child and caregiver, studies of emotionally abusive coaching are limited to athletes and student-athletes 18 years of age and older. Alexander et al’s research among 18- to 22-year-old athletes in the United Kingdom found the risk of experiencing emotional harm was more than three times that of physical harm. More than one-third (34%) of athletes indicated being treated in an emotionally harmful manner by either a coach or trainer, with little sex-based variability. Emotionally abusive practices were more commonly reported among athletes from individual sports (eg, swimming and dance) than those participating in team sports (eg, football, hockey, rugby), and included yelling, belittlement, making degrading comments, and throwing objects with the purpose of intimidating the athlete.

The continued growth of social media has continued to raise public awareness of coaching-related practices that are psychologically damaging to elite young athletes. For example, accounts of Olympic gold medalist Dominique Moceanu’s long-term struggles with psychological harm resulting from coaching and parental degradation have increased awareness of and advocacy for monitoring of training, practice, and competitive activities. Acts of omission, such as neglect, or failure to take action to prevent injury, which often occurs when coaches minimize the impact of bullying or hazing, similarly impact levels of athlete anxiety and depression, and have been widespread in the media.

Strategies to ensure physical and emotional health

There are presently no studies designed to determine the effectiveness of injury prevention measures in elite youth sports specifically. However, there is adequate evidence arising from injury prevention studies of youth sport participants to inform practice and policy recommendations to prevent injuries in elite youth sport settings. The focus of this research has been primarily on neuromuscular training programs, protective equipment and sporting rules, and eating disorders intervention.

Physical/physiological prevention strategies

Multifaceted neuromuscular training programs

The most common injuries in youth sport involve the lower extremity, accounting for over 60% of the overall injury burden in youth sport. On the basis of relative burden, the focus of much of the evidence surrounding injury prevention in youth sport has been on reducing the risk of lower extremity injuries. These neuromuscular training strategies primarily target intrinsic risk factors such as previous injury, decreased strength, endurance, flexibility, and postural control.

The results of a recent meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) reveal a substantial overall protective effect of neuromuscular training in reducing the risk of lower extremity injury in youth team sport (incidence rate ratio =0.64; 95% CI: 0.40–0.84) or a 36% reduction in lower extremity injury risk. In this study, the combined estimate for RCT studies examining the preventative effect of neuromuscular training in the reduction of knee injuries in youth team sport (soccer, European handball, basketball) suggests a protective effect of knee injuries specifically, but this finding was not statistically significant (incidence rate ratio =0.74 [95% CI: 0.51–1.07]).

Protective equipment

Using protective equipment may help to prevent injury in many sports. Although preventative studies have not often been conducted involving athletes in elite youth sports, the results of studies with youth and adult athletes are pertinent. Three systematic reviews involving a combination of youth and adult populations support the effectiveness of helmets in skiing and snowboarding in reducing the risk of head injuries. In studies that included children, the associated OR was 0.41 (95% CI: 0.27–0.59).

Although no RCTs have evaluated face shields, several cohort studies have shown a protective effect of face shields on risk of injuries, including facial lacerations, facial fractures, dental injuries, and head injuries. Stuart et al documented a dose–response effect with the amount of facial protection provided among ice hockey players; risk of injury decreased by 54% with the use of partial face shields, and injury risk decreased by 85% with the use of full face shields. Benson et al also showed that the use of the full face shield significantly reduced the amount of playing time lost because of concussion, suggesting that concussion severity may be reduced by the use of a full face shield.

A systematic review examining wrist guards in snowboarding reveals a significant protective effect in reducing the risk of wrist injury (OR=2.3), wrist fracture (relative risk [RR] =0.29), and wrist sprains (RR =0.17).

There is sufficient evidence arising from youth populations to endorse the use of protective equipment in elite
youth sport, yet despite this evidence there is also evidence to support the less than optimal uptake of equipment strategies.91

Sporting rules
All sports have specific rules for the purpose of regulating the game or sporting activity. Some sporting rules have been developed for the specific purpose of decreasing the risk of injury in youth sports – for example, rules against “spearing” in gridiron football and rules mandating the use of face shields in ice hockey. Although these changes helped to reduce youth sports injuries, including catastrophic injuries such as blindness in hockey and paralysis in football, relatively few studies have systematically evaluated the effect of rules or rule changes on the risk of sports injuries. An exception is the evaluation of body checking in youth ice hockey. In a recent meta-analysis, policy allowing body checking in youth age groups was a significant injury risk factor (RR = 2.45; 95% CI: 1.7–3.6).187 In a cohort study comparison of leagues with and without body checking in 11- and 12-year-old players showed a three- to fourfold increased risk of injury where body checking was allowed. These findings led to a national policy change in Canada and the United States.91

Social-cognitive eating disorders intervention
To combat the effects of eating disorders in elite young athletes, Martinsen et al188 conducted an RCT to prevent the development of new cases of eating disorders among elite Norwegian high-school athletes representing a variety of sports/disciplines. Their social-cognitive intervention was successful at preventing new cases of eating disorders and symptoms associated with eating disorders in adolescent elite female athletes. Similarly, a 1-year RCT targeted increased knowledge and strategies for healthy nutrition, eating behavior, and eating disorders. Results showed that coaches and athletes successfully increased knowledge for weight recognition and management, and coaches had more knowledge of eating disorders at the end of the intervention compared to controls.189 Thus, interventions that target eating disorders and knowledge of eating disorders have been shown to be successful. These interventions are necessary to achieve adequate nutrition and prevent eating disorders in elite youth athletes, especially to prevent injury.

Psychosocial prevention strategies
If not managed correctly, stress, anxiety, depression, and burnout can have substantial impacts on an athlete’s welfare, affecting both mental and physical readiness to perform.188 It is thus imperative that both physiological and psychological athletic wellness are consistently monitored. In the absence of intervention research, there are a number of ways in which the psychological wellness of elite junior athletes can be monitored and/or managed, thus limiting the risk of injury.

Coping mechanisms
Coping with stress in sport is an essential self-regulatory factor that promotes optimal levels of achievement.191 Individually focused factors such as personality, motivation, and cognitive evaluation are key predictors of sport-related coping. Task-oriented coping engages strategies to directly manage a stressful circumstance (e.g., problem-focused) and its resulting cognitive and affective activation. Also referred to as approach or engagement coping, task orientation includes strategies such as effort expenditure, thought control, relaxation, logical analysis, mental imagery, and support seeking. Indicators of task-oriented coping have been associated with both objective and subjective achievement indicators, and thus decreased risk of injury among athletes.191

Burnout and optimism
Elite young athletes are at risk of developing burnout, as they face not only high physical demands but also psychological pressure to reach an elite level. Burnout appears to be linked to chronic emotional and interpersonal stressors in one’s relationship with his/her work.192 Related to stress associated with intense training and competition demands, exhaustion is a central contributor to burnout. Reduced sense of athletic accomplishment is manifested in a perception of low ability with regard to performance and skill level. Manifesting itself in a loss of motivation, such sport devaluation, may lead to enhanced risk of injury.193 By fostering protective factors such as optimism, elite young athletes may, therefore, reduce stress and burnout, thus minimizing injury risk.

Regarded as a generalized outcome expectancy or sense of confidence that a goal can be attained, optimism is associated with a sense of control and confidence, making optimists more likely to adopt active and proactive coping strategies, while less likely to engage in avoidance coping. Thus, negative consequences such as poor health, poor performance, and injury risk are abated. Studies among elite-level male and female wrestlers have shown a significantly inverse relationship between optimism and both stress and burnout, with optimistic athletes displaying lower levels of emotional/physical exhaustion and sport devaluation, and less of a reduced sense of accomplishment.123,192 It thus appears that
optimism is associated with lower perceptions of burnout and consequently injury risk.\textsuperscript{108}

**Hardiness and mental toughness**

Hardiness represents a trait-like characteristic that influences the manner in which individuals perceive and react to stressful circumstances. Research among adult athletes has shown that hardy individuals are more effective in coping with stress, thus offering protection against stress-induced health issues.\textsuperscript{109} Hardiness similarly reflects a state of mental toughness, in that it encapsulates control, commitment, and challenge. Utilized in an athletic setting, such concepts allow athletes to make appropriate decisions about how to cope with stressful situations. Mentally tough individuals are characterized by a strong tendency to view their personal environment as controllable, to perceive themselves as capable and influential, to stay committed even under adverse circumstances, and to consider problems as natural challenges.\textsuperscript{193} From an athletic performance standpoint, research indicates that elite youth cricketers ($M_{age}$ = 16.45 years) with elevated mental toughness possessed more developmental assets such as support, empowerment, and a positive identity, and lower levels of negative emotional states—each of which has been associated with optimal performance.\textsuperscript{194}

**Parent and coaching roles**

Parents and coaches play an important role in helping elite young athletes learn about coping by creating a support context for learning, and by using a number of specific strategies to help athletes learn about coping, including questioning and reminding athletes about effective coping strategies, providing perspective, sharing their own experiences, dosing or structuring potentially stressful experiences for athletes, initiating formal conversations about coping, creating learning opportunities, and direct instruction about coping.\textsuperscript{195}

Research has found specific preferences among elite young athletes for parental involvement, which may impact performance and risk of injury. Those preferences include making comments on effort and attitude, rather than performance, as well as providing practical advice that balanced supportive comments and nonverbal behaviors.\textsuperscript{196} Similarly, athletes preferred specific behaviors before, during, and after competition. Prior to competition, athletes wanted parents to help them prepare physically and mentally, including ensuring proper hydration while helping the athlete to relax. During competition, athletes wanted parents to encourage the entire team, focusing on the athletes’ efforts rather than on the outcome of the competition. Athletes similarly did not want parents to coach from the sidelines, argue with officials, or engage in behaviors that would draw attention to themselves or the athletes.\textsuperscript{195,197} Autonomous support from parents, such as showing an interest, listening wherever possible, supporting the athlete’s desires, and allowing him/her to participate in decisions, has similarly been shown to have positive influences on motivation and performance, thus minimizing injury risk.\textsuperscript{198}

In deference to a controlling style where autocratic decisions are made, and control is asserted through threats, autonomous support from coaches has similarly been found to positively influence motivation and performance. In addition to providing autonomous support, providing encouragement after mistakes, as well as expertise in training and practice, plays a role in motivating an athlete to achieve while minimizing injury risk.\textsuperscript{195} This observation is critically important, since the specializing career stage of elite young athletes is partially characterized by a shift toward specialist coaching.\textsuperscript{199}

**Organizational culture**

An effective, proactive, and preventive organizational approach to enhancing emotional health and reducing psychological risks for injury seeks to make changes in both the macro- and microenvironment, by impacting both organizational culture and task design and activity. A proactive approach that addresses the underlying causes of psychological distress, establishes effective coping mechanisms to recognize and respond to stressors, and properly identifies the perspectives of elite young athletes, has shown to moderate external pressures and reduce injury risk.\textsuperscript{200} An organizational culture with a proper focus on monitoring and modification of training demands would similarly abate psychological strain, and its impending contribution to athletic injury.

**Conclusion**

Elite youth athletes have competed in international sporting events for more than 50 years. However, international sporting events such as the YOG, designed exclusively for elite youth athletes, are a relatively new phenomenon. Engaging in elite youth sport not only has important health benefits but also involves risk of injury, given the intensive training programs and high frequency of elite youth participation. Although there is lack of epidemiological data, preliminary data suggest that the risk of physical and psychological injury is high.

Although there is a paucity of research on risk factors specifically related to injury affecting elite youth athletes, research involving other young athletes may be generalizable
to elite youth athletes. In this regard, modifiable risk factors such as balance deficiency, competition anxiety, life events, previous injury, volume of training, and fatigue may have particular application for elite youth athletes, given the rigor and volume of their training and competitive regimens.

There are presently no studies designed to determine the effectiveness of injury prevention measures in elite sports specifically. However, there is adequate evidence arising from injury prevention studies of youth sports participants—including neuromuscular training, protective equipment, mental training to enhance self-esteem, and sport rules modification—to prevent injuries in elite youth sports settings. Although not tested, psychosocial prevention strategies such as adoption of task-oriented coping mechanisms, autonomous support from parents, and a proactive organizational approach also show promise in injury prevention.
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